Tweet, tweet... nighty night. Make a nest and ask your child to help you put the mother bird and her babies to sleep.

**You will need:**
- copy of activity template
- crayons, paint, pencils for decorating
- scissors
- glue

**Instructions**
1. Colour in the birds and the nest.
2. Cut out the birds and glue them to the nest. Glue the mother bird first and then her babies.

**Idea**
Make another bird’s nest using twigs and leaves (maybe even feathers) collected from the garden. Place the twigs on an upturned lid of a shoebox or icecream container. Place the paper birds into the nest. You may need to use bluetak to sit the birds upright.

Adult supervision is essential when making and playing with home made toys.

Involve and talk with your child as much as possible while creating this activity.
Title: Time For Bed
Activity: Bird's Nest
Suitable for: 0+ years
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